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ROYAL TANTRA = BATH Ritual MASSAGE TRAINING  

Like all of our massages, the ‘Tantra Initiation Therapy TIT’ Introduction is followed by the 

Tantra connection massage technique (see services web page and follow the link to WHAT 

HAPPENS). 

This experience is designed for the discerning client who desires to experience something 

quite unique and different.   This is often a follow up to the Tantra Connection Massage.  

The Tantric Connection Massage and power of Water devotion are enhanced by a choice of 

Chocolate or Hot Stone Tantra massage and is very intense, bringing feelings that you've 

probably never experienced before.  We will take care of you for two hours and you will not 

want to stop. In this massage is everything you want and we therefore apart from the bathing 

and the devotional massage, incorporate training on Massage techniques, showing how we 

tantra massage each other and as you learn these special techniques, open up the way for you 

to practice the lessons learned including delaying orgasm technique and for gentlemen, non 

ejaculatory experiences or preventing orgasms through breathing.  

Many people claim to offer Tantric before and the client has been deceived; no-one likes to 

be made a fool of.  Such places provide feathery type massages, but have no real knowledge 

of Tantra so it has no holistic value and no intention exists to bring awareness of your 

optimised energy as well as body and mind.  With our Genuine Tantra providing energy 

awareness, let us just say that your responses are much more intense and the approach is 

much more personal and holistic.   We would like to point out, that you are the receiver and 

we are the giver.   We are doing this for you rather than for our own gratification.   Of course 

we respond physically (body), emotionally(mind) and energetically (spirit) to the situation.  

We are not hypocritical, but genuine and therefore do not hide any genuine or natural 

responses which means this can be a very connective experience.  However, by aiming for a 

penetrative / sexual service, it means that you would not be focussed on the efforts exerted to 

provide you with a loving, holistic and pampering experience.  In fact all the effort expended 

by the husband and wife acquiring skills, qualification, and knowledge and preparing the 

room would become ignored due to your alternative focus.  This in effect amounts to a lack 

of respect.  Lack of respect will dampen the husband and wife’s energy and hence your own 

enjoyment.  So just let the experience unfold and go with the flow. 


